
1. INTRODUCTION
Information on crop yield and production of various 

crops plays a vital role in planning and allocating 
resources for the development of the agricultural 
sector. Reliable and timely information on crop yield 
and production acts as a fundamental input to the 
planners and policymakers responsible for formulating 
efficient agricultural policies, and taking important 
decisions with respect to procurement, storage, public 
distribution, import, export and other related issues. The 
yield under any crop is the ratio of its production and 
area under the crop. The area under a crop is obtained 
through complete enumeration, and the yield through 
sample surveys. General Crop Estimation Surveys 
(GCES) based on Crop Cutting Experiments (CCE) 
are conducted for estimation of crop yield following 

random sampling approach for almost all major crops 
in the country. About 13 lakh CCEs are conducted every 
year under this scheme. This number has significantly 
increased to more than a crore (approx.) due to the 
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) which is 
yield based insurance scheme and this number needs to 
be reduced drastically (Aditya et al., 2020).

Random Forest is one of the advance machine 
learning technique and many researchers have applied 
it for imputation. Ohashi and Torgo (2012) proposed 
a new imputation technique based on the machine 
learning algorithm and a series of data pre-processing 
steps using the data from far away regions. Jeong 
(2016) used Random Forests (RF) to predict crop 
yield responses to climate and biophysical variables 
at global and regional scales in wheat, maize and 
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potato and found that it performed well in all statistical 
performances. Hammer et al. (2020) studied real time 
identification of the occurrence of dangerous pathogens 
for rapid execution of counter measures using the 
random forest and showed that it performs well in all 
the aspects. Mahmoudzadeh et al. (2020) attempted 
spatial prediction of soil organic carbon (SOC) using 
machine learning techniques in western Iran and 
concluded that Random Forests (RF) performed best in 
predicting the spatial distribution of SOC. Sekulic et al. 
(2020) introduced Random Forest Spatial Interpolation 
(RFSI) which includes observations at the nearest 
locations and their distances from the prediction 
location. They compared RFSI with deterministic 
interpolation methods like ordinary kriging, regression 
kriging and Random Forest for various datasets like 
synthetic dataset, precipitation and temperature dataset 
and concluded that RFSI was substantially faster in 
case of large datasets and high-resolution prediction 
maps.

Under PMFBY, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers 
Welfare (MoA&FW) has shown keen interest and is 
stressing the use of advanced technologies including 
machine learning (ML) techniques for crop yield 
estimation and reducing the number of CCEs. In this 
regard, attempts have already been made for predicting 
crop yield using techniques like IDW, kriging etc. 
(Ahmad et al., 2020) which involves incorporation of 
spatial dependency of crop yield. In addition to this, 
several attempts were also made to use machine learning 
techniques for crop yield prediction involving crop yield 
as dependent variable and several other independent 
variables. Thus, it was felt that there is need to develop 
reliable crop yield estimation procedure involving use 
of advanced machine learning technique like Random 
Forest incorporating the spatial nature of yield. This 
attempt may provide reliable crop yield estimates and 
may reduce the number of CCEs maintaining the same 
level of efficiency of the estimates. Therefore, in this 
study, an attempt has been made to develop crop yield 
estimation procedure using advanced technology like 
random forest. The rest of the article is organised down 
into three sections: namely material and methods, 
results and discussion and finally conclusion.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The data used in the study and the proposed 

machine learning based crop yield estimation approach 
is described in detail in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Data source
In the present study, primarily the data of CCE 

experiments conducted for wheat crop and the location 
of these CCE plots was considered. This CCE data 
of wheat crop grown in rabi season along with the 
locations of all the CCE plots was obtained from the 
project entitled “Integrated Sampling Methodology for 
Crop Yield Estimation using Remote Sensing, Field 
Surveys and Weather Parameters for Crop Insurance” 
funded by Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers’ Welfare, 
Govt. of India under which the CCEs were conducted 
in all the tehsils of Barabanki district in Uttar Pradesh.

2.2 Methodology

Random Forest model 
Random Forest model is made up of multiple 

decision trees. Decision trees are the building blocks of 
a random forest algorithm. A decision tree is a decision 
support technique that forms a tree-like structure. It 
breaks down a dataset into smaller and smaller subsets 
while at the same time an associated decision tree is 
incrementally developed. RF model can be defined as a 
collection of regression trees { : 1, , }bT b B= …  each 
built from a bootstrap sample of the data set {Y, X}. 
When growing, each tree Tb, at each parent node, a 
subset of m of the p predictor variables are randomly 
selected, and the best split-point is found among those 
m variables to form two daughter nodes. The trees in 
the RF ensemble are grown deep with no pruning. 
Bagging trees are the special case when m = p (i.e., all 
predictor variables are used as candidates for splitting 
at each node). An RF prediction at a new site with 
predictor values ( )1 2, , , nx x x x= …  is found by 
averaging the predictions made by each tree in the 
ensemble (Breiman, 1996)

( ) ( )
1

ˆ 1 B

b
b

f x T x
B =

= ∑
 (1)

Random Forest Spatial Interpolation (RFSI) 
Model 

Standard RF does not account for spatial variables 
present in the data. If the study variable possesses this 
property of spatial dependency then it can be exploited 
to enhance the efficiency of RF. This may be done by 
including extra covariates which are spatial in nature 
in the RF model because neighbouring observations 
contain information about the value at a forecast site. 
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The observations at the t closest sites, as well as the 
distances between these places and the prediction 
location, are defined as additional covariates.

The RFSI model is defined as follows

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(
( ) )

0 1 0 0 1 1 2

2

ˆ , , , , , ,

, , ,
m

t t

z x f x s x s Z s d Z s

d Z s d

= …

…  (2)

where, ( )0ẑ x  is prediction at prediction location, 
is = (s=1, 2… t) is the ith nearest observation location 

from 0s

and id  = Euclidian distance.
The t nearest locations are calculated for each 

training location and their observations and distances 
from the training location are added as covariates. 
Predictions are created in the same way, observations 
and distances to the t closest sites are utilised for each 
prediction location.
Proposed machine learning based crop yield 
estimation approach

In this study, in order to develop crop yield 
estimation procedures, using advance machine learning 
techniques, the use of spatial random forest technique 
was explored for predicting yield at unknown locations. 
The crop yield was predicted using random forest 
technique by using available yields at some locations, 
distance between locations were computed and based 
on this distance the nearest neighbours (NN) were 
identified. The distance and the NN were used as 
auxiliary variables or covariates. After predicting the 
yield using RFSI technique, the estimator for estimating 
average yield was developed at tehsil and district level. 
In order to compare the performance of RFSI technique, 
predictions were also made using kriging and IDW 
techniques and estimates of yield at tehsil and district 
level were computed using these predicted values. The 
variance, standard error and percentage standard error 
were computed for these estimates for comparison 
of the three prediction techniques i.e. Random forest 
spatial interpolation, kriging and IDW. 

The dataset of six tehsils of Barabanki district of 
Uttar Pradesh was considered for the present study. The 
CCE data of wheat crop grown in Rabi season along with 
the locations of all the CCE plots was obtained from 
the project entitled “Integrated Sampling Methodology 
for Crop Yield Estimation using Remote Sensing, Field 
Surveys and Weather Parameters for Crop Insurance” 

funded by Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, 
Govt. of India under which the CCEs were conducted 
in tehsils/blocks at gram panchayat level in six tehsils 
of Barabanki district. The number of CCE points of 
six tehsils namely Fatehpur, Hyderagad, Ramnagar, 
Nawabgunj, Ram Sanehi Ghat and Sirauli Gauspur 
were 176, 303, 149, 188, 76 and 136 respectively. For 
this, initially the original complete dataset consisting 
of the yield of all the CCE plots in each tehsil was 
considered. This dataset consisted of yield values and 
the corresponding locations in terms of latitude and 
longitude. The estimate of yield under wheat crop was 
computed for each tehsil using RFSI. In this dataset, 
the yield of 30% plots was randomly missed in order 
to generate dataset with missing yield values. The yield 
of these 30% points was then predicted using Random 
Forest Spatial Interpolation technique. Similarly, 50% 
and 70% yield values were missed randomly and were 
predicted using Random Forest Spatial Interpolation 
technique. Yield prediction were also made using 
Kriging and IDW for all these tehsils. 

Once the predictions were made using all the three 
techniques of spatial random forest, kriging and IDW, 
the predicted values were replaced in the data set to 
obtain the complete dataset of all observations. Thus, the 
dataset was completed by incorporating the predicted 
values of yield. After obtaining the complete dataset, 
consisting of the predicted yield values for 30 percent, 
50 percent and 70 percent data points, estimates of 
yield of wheat were obtained for all the six tehsils using 
stratified two stage sampling estimator. The district 
level estimates were also obtained by pooling area 
under wheat crop in each tehsil along with the district 
level estimate of crop yield, estimate of variance, 
estimate of standard error (SE) and percentage SE of 
these estimates were also computed in order to make 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of entire methodology followed under the study
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comparison. The method for prediction made by three 
techniques of RFSI, Kriging and IDW is explained 
and the proposed estimation procedure for developing 
tehsil and district level estimates is presented in the 
form of flow chart (Fig. 1).

RFSI model development and prediction
RFSI model constitutes two processes namely 

model building and model validation. Usually, 80% 
of the dataset is used for training of RFSI model and 
remaining 20% is used for testing the RFSI model. The 
R package “random Forest” and “ranger” has been used 
for the analysis. RFSI model was used to predict the 
missing 30%, 50% and 70% CCE yield values using the 
remaining 70%, 50% and 30% values respectively in 
each tehsil. Detailed methodology for yield estimation 
using RFSI model has been described in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Flowchart for yield estimation using RFSI model

RFSI Model parameters
There are various parameters of RFSI model 

which plays a crucial role in running RFSI model. 
These parameters can be tuned both manually and 
automatically. Manually different values of parameters 
were employed to find the least normalised root means 
square (NRMSE) values. Some of them are very 
important and are used in tuning the model. These are:

• Number of trees to grow (ntree), 
• Minimum size of terminal nodes (nodesize),
• Number of variables randomly sampled (mtry),
• Cross validation (Cv. fold),
• Number of iterations (itr),
• Fraction of variables to remove at each step 

(step),
• Relative improvement in error (improve)
The optimum value of these parameters are 

obtained using the function “tuneRF”. In practice, 
generally ntree = 1000, and the defaults mtry = p/3 and 

node size = 5 is used. The default mtry value in this 
study is considered as p/3. The value of mtry varies for 
each tehsil and for each missing percentage of CCE 
data and ranges from 8-78. For other parameters like 
n tree, node size, and cv. fold, default values for all 
the tehsils were considered. As far as the iterations are 
concerned, 1000 iterations were considered instead of 
default value of 500.

In order to predict the unknown yield values 
using random forest, one dependent and atleast one 
independent variable is required. Two variables are 
available in the data viz. yield value of CCE, latitudes 
and longitudes of CCE locations. In the proposed 
methodology, two new variables namely distance and 
nearest neighbour were generated using the independent 
variable. Ten NN were identified for each unit for which 
yield has to be predicted. Further, using the nearest 
neighbour approach, the yield at unknown location 
was predicted using the yield value of first NN. If for 
the first 1st nearest neighbour yield is unknown then 
2nd nearest neighbour observation is considered and if 
the yield is unknown for 2nd NN also then the yield of 
3rd NN is used for prediction. In this manner one may 
continue till ten NN to predict yield of the unknown 
location. Model development of RFSI process involved 
following steps
1. Generation of initial Dataset

Initially, the dataset consisting of yield values 
along with their locations in the form of latitude and 
longitude was considered. The datasets were compiled 
for all the six tehsils of Barabanki District, Uttar 
Pradesh. These datasets were arranged in such a manner 
so that the distance between each CCE locations could 
be computed.
2. Computation of distance between locations and 

generation of Distance matrix
There are various methods to find out the distance 

between two locations. In this study, euclidean distance 
has been considered. The length of a line segment 
between two locations in Euclidean space is known 
as the Euclidean distance. It is also referred to as 
the Pythagorean distance since it can be computed 
from the Cartesian coordinates of the locations using 
the theorem. The Euclidean distance is given by the 
following formula

( ) ( ) 2
2 1 2 1, ( )d lat long lat lat long long= − + −  (3)
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Where, d (Lat, long) = euclidean distance, 
1 1( , )lat long  = are the co-ordinates of 1st point and 

2 2( , )lat long  = are the co-ordinates of 2nd point.
Once the distance between each point to every 

other point was computed the distance matrix was 
generated. This distance matrix is a square matrix (two-
dimensional array) 29 containing the distances, taken 
pairwise, between any two locations. It is a symmetric 
matric of the following form:

3. Identification of the nearest neighbour 
The nearest neighbours were identified on the basis 

of distance from each of the location. Ten NN were 
identified. Further using the nearest neighbouring unit, 
the yield value of first available NN has been used to 
predict the yield of the missing location. If the yield 
of first nearest neighbour is not known then the 2nd 
nearest neighbour is considered and the yield value 
of this second nearest neighbour is used to predict the 
yield at that location. If the yield of second NN is also 
missing or unknown then the yield value of the third 
observation is used. Similar process is continued until 
the yield value of any observation belonging to the 
identified nearest neighbour is obtained. In this study, 
ten NN were identified and the yield value at unknown 
points was predicted using the yield values of these ten 
identified nearest neighbour.
4. Missing the yield value for some locations

From the obtained data, a new dataset has been 
generated in which randomly 30% yield values are 
intentionally missed randomly but the latitude and 
longitude of missing observations are kept intact. 
Similarly, two more data set have also been generated 
in which the yield values are missed for 50% and 70% 
locations. This dataset was used for further analysis i.e. 
for predicting yield of these missing points in order to 
obtain complete dataset.
5. Regeneration of complete dataset 

RFSI model is used to predict the missing 30%, 
50% and 70% CCE yield values using the remaining 

70%, 50% and 30% values. The predicted values using 
RFSI model are replaced to the original datasets in 
order to obtain the complete dataset of each tehsils 
which was used for the computation of the tehsil level 
and district level estimates along with the estimate of 
variance, estimate of standard error and percentage 
standard error.

Estimation procedure
CCE crop yield data of wheat of Barabanki 

district of Uttar Pradesh State was acquired along with 
their location parameters i.e. latitude and longitude. 
Barabanki district of Uttar Pradesh consists of 6 tehsils 
namely Fatepur, Hyderagad, Nawabgunj, Ramnagar, 
Ramsanehi Ghat and Siroligouspur. Total 1067 CCE 
data points taken during rabi season. This CCE data 
was considered as complete dataset, in order to obtain 
reliable estimates with less number of CCE sample 
data then, some units of complete data were missed at 
random. Three different missing proportion of 30%, 
50% and 70% was considered. After predicting all the 
missing points, missing value were replaced by the 
predicted values along with the observed values to 
create complete dataset.

The estimators were created according to the 
stratified two-stage random sampling design as was 
employed in collecting the data. In stratified two stage 
sampling, in a district, tehsils are considered as strata, 
villages are the FSU’s and CCE plots are the second 
stage units. Consider population consists of Nh First 
Stage Units (FSU’s) in hth strata. The ith FSU consist 
of Mhi second stage units. Further, units are selected 
without replacement, with equal probabilities (SSU’s). 
A sample of n FSU’s is selected and, from the ith 
selected FSU, a sample of mhi SSU’s is selected. At 
first, an estimator is proposed for obtaining tehsil level 
estimates and after obtaining the tehsil level estimators, 
they are pooled on the basis of area under wheat crop 
in each tehsil to obtain district level estimators. Along 
with the district level estimators of crop yield, estimate 
of variance, estimate of SE and percentage SE are also 
proposed.

The notations are as following 
Yhij = the plot yield of the jth plot of ith village in the 

hth stratum (tehsil), 
nh = number of villages in which experiments is 

conducted in hth stratum (tehsil), 
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Mhi = number of SSU’s in the ith FSU (i=1, 2, 3, …, 
Nh) of hth strata, 

mhi = number of experiments conducted in the ith 
village of hth stratum (tehsil)

M0= 
1 1

hNL

hi
h i

M
= =
∑∑  = total number of SSU’s in the 

population 
L = number of strata (tehsil) in a district; ah = the 

area (net) under the crop in the hth stratum
For obtaining tehsil level estimates, sample mean 

of first stage unit  was considered as an estimator of 
average yield of wheat under two stage sampling in 
each of the strata (Tehsil). This estimator of average 
crop yield for the hth stratum (tehsil) is given by

1
h hi

h
y y

n
=  (4)

where 
1

1 him

hi hij
jhi

y y
m =

= ∑

The estimator of variance of the above estimator is 
given by

( )ˆ
hV y  = (1-f1) 

2
bhs
n

 + 
2

2
1
(1 )

n
whi

i hi

sf
nNm=

−∑  (5)

where,

( )22

1

1 
1

hn

bh hi h
ih

s y y
n =

= −
− ∑  f1= n/N

( )22

1

1
1

him

whi hij hi
ihi

s y y
m =

= −
− ∑  f2 = m/M

Assuming f2 is small for large populations, the 
estimator of variance reduces to

( )ˆ
hV y  = (1-f1) 

2
bhs
n

 + 
2

1

n
whi

i hi

s
nNm=

∑  (6)

Since the available CCE dataset of wheat didn’t 
have information on number of crop field in respective 
villages (Mhi), thus, above shown estimator has been 
considered from Sukhatme et al (1984) book. Although 
the above shown estimator of population mean is 
biased, in large scale survey it has showed more 
efficiency than the unbiased estimator under two stage 
sampling (Sukhatme and Panse (1951), Sukhatme et al. 
(1984)). Here the MSE of hY  comes from the three 
components that are one from bias, another from 

variation within FSU’s, and another one arising from 
variation between the means of the fsu’s.

The estimate of SE of the estimator is given by

( )ˆ
hSE V y=  (7)

Percentage of SE of the estimator is given by

( ) ( )
% *100h

h
h

SE y
SE y

y
=  (8)

Using the tehsil level estimates of average crop 
yield of all tehsil, district level average crop yield was 
obtained as a pooled estimator based on wheat area 
of each tehsil. Wheat crop area was obtained from 
classified remote sensing image of Barabanki district 
of rabi season.

District level average yield per ha of Barabanki 
district is given by 

 1

1

L
h hh

L
hh

a y
Y

a
=

=

= ∑
∑  (9)

An estimator of sampling variance of the district 
level crop yield estimator is given by 

( ) ( )

( )
2

1
2

1

ˆ
ˆ

L
h hh

L
hh

a V y
V Y

a

=

=

= ∑
∑  (10)

The estimator of sampling standard error of district 
level crop yield estimator is given by

( ) ( ) ˆSE Y V Y=  (11)

The estimator of percentage SE of district level 
crop yield estimator is given by

( )
( )



% *100
SE y

SE y
y

=  (12)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present study, stratified two stage sampling 

design have been considered where units are selected 
without replacement with equal probability. Under 
stratified two stage sampling design, in a district, 
tehsils are considered as strata, villages are the first 
stage units (FSU’s) and the CCE plot in the selected 
fields are second stage units. For each tehsil, estimate 
of average yield of wheat is obtained along with their 
variance, standard error and percentage standard error. 
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After computing estimates of yield for each tehsil, the 
tehsil level estimates are pooled, with the area under 
wheat in each tehsil as weights, in order to obtain the 
district level estimates. For testing the applicability 
of the proposed methodology to estimate wheat yield 
with lesser number of CCE, RFSI model, Kriging and 
IDW were utilized. Initially, from complete dataset, 
few yield values were missed at random, as per defined 
missing proportion. Thus along with the available 
CCE yield values, predicted yield value of missing 
observation were used for obtaining tehsil & district 
level estimates of wheat yield. Prediction were made 
using RFSI model, Kriging and IDW technique based 
on available yield values. Accordingly, four different 
cases are considered as under:
i. The original complete dataset having yield values 

are obtained from CCE experiments
ii. The available original CCE dataset along with the 

missing values which are predicted by using the 
RFSI model for different missing proportions of 
30%, 50% and 70%.

iii. The available original CCE dataset along the 
missing values which are predicted by using 
kriging for different missing proportions of 30%, 
50% and 70%.

iv. The available original CCE dataset along the 
missing values which are predicted by using 
Inverse Distance weighting (IDW) for different 
missing proportions of 30%, 50% and 70%
The results showing estimates of average yield 

of wheat along with their variance, standard error 
and percentage standard error for all the six tehsils 
of Barabanki district namely Fatepur, Hyderagad, 
Ramnagar, Nawabgunj, Ram Sanehi Ghat and 
Siroligouspur in the tables 1-6 respectively. The overall 
results for the district Barabanki are represented in 
table 7.

In the table 1, it is observed that when the estimate 
of average yield of wheat is obtained using original 
complete dataset consisting of all the CCE plots in 
Fatehpur tehsil is used the estimate of average yield of 
wheat is obtained as 19.994 kg/plot with the percentage 
standard error of 2.097%. It is clearly visible that this 
percent standard error is within permissible limits. 
The prediction of yield of missing plots was made 
using RFSI technique for 30%, 50% and 70% missing 
valued CCE locations. When 30% of the CCEs points 

were missed and were predicted using RFSI technique 
which implies that the estimate was obtained on the 
basis of only 70% original data points or CCE values, 
the estimate of average yield of wheat comes out to be 
20.054 kg/plot with 1.93% standard error. In case of 
50% predicted and 50% original dataset, the estimate 
of yield is 20.065 kg/plot with 1.736% standard error. 
By using 70% predicted and 30% original datasets the 
average yield of wheat is 20.019 kg/plot with 1.122% 
standard error.

Similarly, the predictions were made using Kriging 
and IDW technique for all the three cases of 30%, 50% 
and 70% missing yield data. In case of Kriging, when 
30% predicted yield values and retaining 70% original 
values, the average yield of wheat is obtained as 19.875 
kg/plot with 2.033% standard error (SE). With 50% 
predicted and 50% original values, the average yield 
of wheat is obtained as 19.851 kg/plot with 1.769% 
standard error and by using 70% predicted and 30% 
original, the average yield of wheat is 19.874 kg/plot 
with 1.554% standard error in.
Table 1. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate of 
variance, standard error and percentage standard error in Fatehpur 

tehsil

Methods 
used

Missing 
percentage

Estimate 

1( y  (kg/
plot)

Variance 

( )1V y
 

(kg2/plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 19.994 0.176 0.419 2.097

RFSI 30% 20.054 0.149 0.387 1.930

50% 20.065 0.121 0.348 1.736

70% 20.019 0.050 0.224 1.122

Kriging 30% 19.875 0.163 0.404 2.033

50% 19.851 0.123 0.351 1.769

70% 19.874 0.095 0.309 1.554

IDW 30% 19.797 0.169 0.411 2.076

50% 19.893 0.142 0.377 1.896

70% 19.869 0.097 0.312 1.568

Whereas in case of IDW, using 30% predicted and 
70% original data the estimated average yield of wheat 
was 19.797 kg/plot with 2.076% standard error, with 
both 50% predicted and original, the estimate of yield 
was 19.893 kg/plot with 1.896% standard error and 
by using 70% predicted and 30% original the average 
yield of wheat was 19.869 kg/plot with 1.568% 
standard error.

As far as percentage standard error is concerned, 
it varies from 1.122 to 2.09 percent which is within 
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the permissible margin of errors. Percent standard 
error below 10% is admissible at district level and 
here percentage standard error is obtained as less 
than 10% even at tehsil level. Thus, regarding %SE 
of the estimates of the yield of wheat is seems to be 
satisfactory. As observed from the results obtained, 
it is clear that percent Standard error is showing a 
declining trend as the percentage of predicted values 
are increasing from 30% to 50% and 70% though this 
trend might be reverse considering the fact that less 
number of original data points are used. This may be 
due to spatial smoothening. Since we are using spatial 
interpolation techniques for predicting the yield at 
unknown points, spatial smoothening of the predicted 

Table 2. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate 
of variance, standard error and percentage standard error in 

Hyderagad tehsil

Methods Missing 
percentage

Estimate 
( )1y  (kg/

plot)

Variance  

( )1V y
 

(kg2/plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 17.487 0.182 0.427 2.439

RFSI 30% 17.410 0.145 0.380 2.185

50% 18.339 0.418 0.647 3.525

70% 16.576 0.030 0.174 1.052

Kriging 30% 17.288 0.073 0.271 1.565

50% 18.514 0.462 0.680 3.672

70% 17.434 0.066 0.257 1.473

IDW 30% 17.262 0.082 0.286 1.654

50% 18.734 1.155 1.075 5.738

70% 17.356 0.088 0.297 1.714

Table 3. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate 
of variance, standard error and percentage standard error in 

Ramnagar tehsil

Methods Missing 
percentage

Estimate 
( )1y  (kg/

plot)

Variance  
(kg2/
plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 19.820 0.438 0.662 3.338

RFSI 30% 20.231 0.381 0.617 3.050
50% 19.938 0.165 0.406 2.038
70% 19.313 0.085 0.292 1.513

Kriging 30% 19.706 0.369 0.608 3.084
50% 19.461 0.225 0.474 2.436
70% 19.237 0.070 0.265 1.376

IDW 30% 19.788 0.414 0.643 3.251
50% 19.417 0.186 0.431 2.221
70% 19.483 0.170 0.413 2.118

Table 4. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate 
of variance, standard error and percentage standard error in 

Nawabgunj tehsil

Methods Missing 
percentage

Estimate 
( )1y  (kg/

plot)

Variance 

( )1V y  
(kg2/plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 19.252 0.358 0.598 3.108

RFSI 30% 19.011 0.179 0.422 2.222

50% 19.322 0.099 0.314 1.627

70% 18.344 0.078 0.279 1.522

Kriging 30% 19.090 0.179 0.423 2.215

50% 18.972 0.054 0.232 1.221

70% 18.074 0.121 0.348 1.925

IDW 30% 19.210 0.215 0.464 2.414

50% 18.956 0.122 0.350 1.844

70% 18.003 0.202 0.449 2.495

Table 5. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate 
of variance, standard error and percentage standard error in 

Ram Sanehi Ghat tehsil

Methods Missing 
percentage

Estimate 
( )1y  (kg/

plot)

Variance 

( )1V y
 

(kg2/plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 21.877 13.058 3.614 16.517

RFSI 30% 21.962 12.983 3.603 16.406

50% 22.501 12.760 3.572 15.876

70% 22.210 12.676 3.560 16.030

Kriging 30% 22.890 12.725 3.567 15.584

50% 23.677 12.520 3.538 14.944

70% 21.895 12.708 3.565 16.282

IDW 30% 22.761 13.620 3.691 16.214

50% 23.440 13.855 3.722 15.880

70% 21.977 12.982 3.603 16.395

values is making the samples and standard error is 
decreasing. The tables 2 and 6 (similar to the Fatehpur 
tehsils) show estimates broken down by tehsil for the 
various tehsils in the Barabanki district.

In the table 7, it was observed that when the 
estimate of average yield of wheat is obtained using 
original complete dataset consisting of all the CCE 
plots in Barabanki district is used in the estimate of 
average yield of wheat is obtained as 18.913 kg/plot 
with the percentage standard error of 5.563%. It is 
clearly visible that this percent standard error is within 
permissible limits. The prediction of yield of missing 
plots was made using RFSI technique for 30%, 50% 
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Table 6. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate 
of variance, standard error and percentage standard error in 

Sirauli Gauspur tehsil

Methods Missing 
percentage

Estimate 
( )1y  (kg/

plot)

Variance 

( )1V y
 

(kg2/plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 15.450 0.108 0.329 2.130

RFSI 30% 15.463 0.095 0.309 1.997
50% 15.540 0.098 0.314 2.018
70% 15.174 0.084 0.289 1.905

Kriging 30% 15.491 0.093 0.306 1.973
50% 15.619 0.096 0.309 1.979
70% 14.983 0.084 0.290 1.935

IDW 30% 15.460 0.095 0.308 1.992
50% 15.545 0.101 0.318 2.048
70% 14.957 0.089 0.298 1.993

Table 7. Estimate of average yield of wheat along with estimate 
of variance, standard error and percentage standard error in 

Barabanki district

Methods Missing 
percentage

Estimate 
( )1y  (kg/

plot)

Variance 

( )1V y
 

(kg2/plot)

SE
(kg/
plot)

%SE

Original 0% 18.913 1.107 1.052 5.563

RFSI 30% 19.043 1.073 1.036 5.440

50% 19.330 1.098 1.047 5.420

70% 18.555 1.036 0.955 5.151

Kriging 30% 18.908 0.996 0.998 5.278

50% 19.284 1.079 1.038 5.386

70% 18.523 0.947 0.973 5.255

IDW 30% 18.902 1.072 1.035 5.477

50% 19.309 1.442 1.201 6.219

70% 18.518 0.999 0.999 5.397

and 70% missing valued CCE locations. When 30% 
of the CCEs points were missed and were predicted 
using RFSI technique which implies that the estimate 
were obtained on the basis of only 70% original data 
points or CCE values, the estimate of 50 average yield 
of wheat comes out to be 19.043 kg/plot with 5.44% 
standard error. In case of 50% predicted and 50% 
original dataset, the estimate of yield is 19.33 kg/plot 
with 5.42% standard error. By using 70% predicted 
and 30% original datasets the average yield of wheat is 
18.555 kg/plot with 5.151% standard error. Similarly, 
the prediction were made using kriging technique 
for all the three cases of 30%, 50% and 70% missing 
yield data. In case of 30% predicted yield values and 

70% original the average yield of wheat is obtained 
as 18.908 kg/plot with 5.278% standard error. With 
50% predicted and 50% original the average of yield 
of wheat is 19.284 kg/plot with 5.386% standard 
error and by using 70% predicted and 30% original 
the average of yield of wheat is 18.523 kg/plot with 
5.255% standard error.

Additionally, the prediction of yield at the missing 
plots were also made using Inverse Distance Weighting 
(IDW). By using 30% predicted and 70% original 
data the average yield of wheat is 18.902 kg/plot with 
5.477% standard error, with 50% predicted and 50% 
original the estimate of yield is 19.309 kg/plot with 
6.219% standard error and by using 70% predicted and 
30% original the average yield of wheat is 18.518 kg/
plot with 5.397%. As far as percentage standard error 
is concerned, it varies from 5.151 to 6.219 percent 
which is within permissible margin of errors. Percent 
standard error below 10% is admissible at district level 
and here percentage standard error is obtained as less 
than 10% even at tehsil level. Thus, regarding %SE 
of the estimates of the yield of wheat is seems to be 
satisfactory. As observed from the results obtained, it is 
clear that percent standard error is showing a declining 
trend in case of RFSI as the percentage of predicted 
values are increasing from 30% to 50% and 70% 
though this trend might be reverse considering the fact 
that less number of original data points are used. But no 
clear cut trend is observed in case of kriging and IDW 
as for 50% missing data in both the cases of prediction 
using kriging and IDW %SE is large and for 70% again 
it is lesser.

Further, the yield estimates were also obtained 
for Barabanki district as 7565.6 kg/ha with 5.5627% 
standard error for complete dataset. Based on the 
predictions made by RFSI, Kriging and IDW, the 
yield of wheat in kg/ha was also computed. When 
the interpolation of the CCE is made using RFSI 
technique, the estimate of yield obtained was 7617.2 
with 5.44% SE, 7732.0 with 5.420% SE and 7733 with 
5.26% SE for 30, 51 50 and 70 percent dataset missing 
respectively. Similarly in case of kriging the estimate 
of yield were obtained as 7563.2 with 5.278% SE, 
7713.6 with 5.386% SE and 7409.2 with 5.25% SE for 
30, 50 and 70 percent dataset missing respectively and 
in case of IDW, 7407.2 with 5.3974% SE, 7723.6 with 
6.2190% SE and 7407.2 with 5.3974% SE respectively. 
Even though the suggested methodology performed 
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better in the provided dataset, additional data must be 
properly validated in order to verify its reproducibility.

4. CONCLUSION
In the present study, in order to reduce the number 

of CCEs, the use of machine learning technique viz. 
Random Forest and Geospatial technique for crop 
yield estimation has been explored. Two variables 
i.e. yield of nearest neighbour and distance between 
CCE locations were used as auxiliary variables in the 
Random Forest Spatial Interpolation technique. For 
this, the distance between each location from every 
other location was computed and then the nearest 
neighbour for each location was identified within 
each tehsil considering missing percentage as 30%, 
50% and 70%. Similarly, prediction of yield was also 
done using Kriging and IDW techniques considering 
missing percentage as 30%, 50% and 70% of the CCE 
locations. The tehsil and district level estimates were 
obtained for wheat yield. In order to make comparisons 
within the estimates, estimate of variance, estimate 
of SE and percentage SE of the estimates were also 
computed. From this study, it can be concluded that for 
prediction of yield at unknown location,  using  distance 
and the information available at nearest neighbour, the 
estimates obtained using RFSI were found to be at par 
with kriging and  more efficient than IDW. Further 
in literature also, it is mentioned that Random forest 
spatial interpolation technique has advantage over 
other methods (Sekulic et al., 2020). RFSI was found 
to be faster particularly for larger training datasets. 
It is also one of the most flexible and easy to use 
technique. Also, if large number of spatial variables 
are considered in case of RFSI it may further improve 
the predictions. Therefore, the proposed methodology 
based on prediction of crop yield at unknown CCE 
points using RFSI might be useful for handling large 
number of CCEs in case of crop insurance. Thus, the 
proposed methodology is likely to reduce number of 
CCEs to large extent in case of PMFBY maintaining 
the same level of precision of the estimates, as observed 
by the results that if only 70% CCEs are conducted and 
remaining 30% are predicted then also the % SE are 
within permissible limits. Similar situation is observed 
in predicting yield values 50% and 70% CCEs and 
only 50% and 30% of CCEs respectively. However, the 
proposed methodology needs to be tested and validated 
further to observe its performance in other districts/

states and for some other crops also. Further,  in future 
other machine learnings techniques like SVM, ANN 
etc. can also be tested for their performance for yield 
prediction. Further, the study could also be extended 
for obtaining improved estimators using prediction 
approach considering sampled and non-sampled parts.
This study is an initial step in the direction of applying 
Geo-spatial and Machine learning techniques for 
generating crop yield estimates using real large scale 
survey data. The present study has been conducted in 
one district only due to the limitation of availability 
of such data obtained from Central Sector Schemes 
running by Govt. of India. It is thus suggested that this 
approach may be tried on pilot basis in more number of 
districts of the same state and other states also to obtain 
more efficient estimates of crop yield.
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